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COMPETITION
Answer an easy question related to this  
newsletter at amrod.co.za/newsletter and 
stand a chance to win R5 000.

Welcome to the first edition of

THE AMROD FOCUS
 
In today’s competitive business-world, we understand that your focus is on making sales and 
servicing your clients. With this in mind, we asked ourselves how we ensure that you’re up to 
speed with new introductions and innovations and the answer was simple – produce a newsletter 
that places all important information at your fingertips and that’s exactly what we’ve done.
 
In our first edition we kick-off with a social responsibility initiative that we’re very proud 
to promote; at Amrod we believe that there’s no better gift than the gift of giving, and the  
ARK campaign makes it so easy to do. 
We place a spotlight on our new building, our new catalogue and introduce RUSH – the courier 
aggregator powering              
           - our new “direct delivery” service.

We explain several excellent e-services, including:

and take you behind the scenes, providing you with insight into some of our departments.  
 
We hope that you’ll enjoy the read and encourage you to make use of the tools and services that 
we provide.
 
We’d love your feedback and welcome your suggestions as to what you’d like to see in the next 
edition. Send your comments and ideas to amrodfocus@amrod.co.za

storyboard
mywebsite

onlineartworkapprovals
onlineordering
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Your chance to

‘Change Our World For Good’
No matter how big or small the act,  
YOU have the power to bring goodness into the world. 

The positive energy each and every one of us can create by doing good is something our 
world, awash in conflict and misery, can use a lot more of.  We can all agree that there is a 
critical need for positive change in the world at large. 

Everyone wants to do something that makes a difference,  
but we often don’t know where to start. 

That’s why Amrod have partnered with ‘Change Our World For Good’ and embarked on an 
ARK (Acts of Random Kindness) campaign. This creates an easy way for anyone to start 
changing the world, because we all have the ability and ultimately, the responsibility to make 
the world a better place through positive actions.

Our goal is to distribute charity boxes in the shape of an ARK, which you fill up with your 
change and once it’s full, give to someone less fortunate. 

CHANG EOU RWOR LDFORGOOD.COM CHANG EOU RWOR LDFORGOOD.COM CHANG EOU RWOR LDFORGOOD.COM

(An Act  of  Random Kindness)

Fill it up

Get your ARK today.

Give it to someone 
who needs it.

Fill it up

Get your ARK today.

Give it to someone 
who needs it.

(An Act  of  Random Kindness)

Fill it up

Get your ARK today.

Give it to someone 
who needs it.

(An Act  of  Random Kindness)

STREET POLE X1

BLACK. 
WHITE. 
YELLOW. 
HUMAN.

BLACK. 
WHITE. 
YELLOW. 
HUMAN.

Fil l it up

Get your ARK today.

Give it to someone who needs it.

CHANG EOU RWOR LDFORGOOD.COM (An Act  of  Random Kindness)

Fil l it up

Get your ARK today.

Give it to someone who needs it.

CHANG EOU RWOR LDFORGOOD.COM (An Act  of  Random Kindness)

POSTER /  PRINT

We will not take the charity  
boxes back as this is not a 
fundraiser.

We are simply encouraging 
people to increase the acts  
of goodness and kindness. 

You can help by spreading 
kindness across the globe  
by posting your ARK on  
Facebook or Twitter using 
#COWFG. Share your stories, 
post your pictures, get involved. 

Be part of the kindness movement. 
It’s a tiny step with potentially massive consequences. 

Make a difference and do your part to change the world for good today!

Get inspired! Check out the video at www.amrod.co.za/ARK.aspx
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WHAT’S
HAPPENING.

Welcome to our first ever edition 
of The Amrod Focus. 

We have so much to communicate to you 
but we realise that your inbox is regularly 
bombarded with emails from suppliers and 
clients. Therefore my hope is that you will 
make yourself a good cup of coffee, sit back 
and enjoy an interesting insight into Amrod.

We believe that the relationship between 
Amrod and our clients is akin to a partnership, 
one that aids both when the relationship is 
strong. That is why getting familiar with what 
we have to say in the coming pages is both 
useful and important to you.

As founders and owners of this business, 
Craig, Nimrod and I just can’t sit still. We aren’t 
willing to accept that Amrod can go a year 
without evolving, adapting and improving. 
This year is no different; in fact, it’s the most 
important year in our history.

The 3 of us are now in our early 40’s. When we 
started Amrod nearly 17 years ago, we hoped 
that clients would support our small range of 
products, but in hindsight we were 25 year 
old amateurs. We were very lucky to survive 
those early days.

Since then, we have taken many risks and  
added many segments to our business, 
specifically the introduction of in-house 
branding back in 2007 and then clothing 
a year later. Amrod is now unrecognisable 

from the animal it was ten years ago. It’s a 
super-complex business in a deadline-driven 
industry. We view this complexity as a great 
challenge to overcome and therefore continue 
to focus the bulk of our efforts on one main 
point – creating the most convenient and 
enjoyable platform for our distributors to use 
so that they choose Amrod as their first point 
of call.

So many of the standard features and offerings 
in our industry these days are taken for 
granted, but I am sure many of you who were 
part of this industry 20 and even 10 years ago, 
remember the antiquated, manual methods 
you had to follow at the time. Imagine having 
to phone your Account Manager every time 
you require a stock check, or a product image, 
a copy of a proof of collection, or a branding 
quote. Consider not being able to view a daily 
spend barometer or a dashboard. Remember 
not having a dedicated Account Manager or a 
Customer Care Department or a branch in your 
city. Yip, we’ve forgotten about those things 
now as these days, they are non-negotiables 
that are taken for granted. 

As with so many industries today, technology 
is disrupting them at pace.

We believe that 
embracing technology  
is critical if one wants  
to remain relevant. 

by Amit Brill, Co-founder

WHAT’S
HAPPENING.
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The ways of doing business in the past are 
unlikely to be effective going forward, and 
I believe that every player in the chain - 
suppliers, distributors, independent branders, 
manufacturers etc. need to constantly revisit 
their business strategy in order avoid ultimate 
extinction. This is how different the world is 
today.

The 3 of us spend most of our time thinking 
about this. We continually consider ways to 
make it easier for the distributor to do business 
with Amrod. In this magazine, we will tell you 
about a bunch of

new e-services that  
aim to automate manual 
processes and speed 
up your interaction with 
Amrod. Time is money 
and we feel that your 
time would be better 
served selling than 
handling admin.

We have 10 developers working full time 
on Amrod’s software development. This is 
a major expense but one that we believe is 
forward-thinking and therefore logical to incur. 
We aim to ensure that you are able to place 
your orders online easily and conveniently, 
24/7, bypassing multiple layers of human 
interaction so that your orders are attended 
to more quickly and the risk of error along 
the way is minimised. Nimrod explores this in 
more detail later in the magazine.

Craig and his Product Development Team 
have introduced 200+ new products into 
our new gifting catalogue. He has written an 
article discussing his thoughts around this 
year’s development and highlights our new 
products in general as well as discussing 
select products in more detail. 

Nimrod will take you through what our new 
building will mean for you. It’s probably the 
biggest and most expensive decision we 
have ever had to make and now that it’s nearly 
upon us, we are excited to communicate more 
details about it with you.

We introduce many new ALP BONUS points 
to enable our clients to progress more easily 
to the next ALP tier by fully embracing what 
Amrod has to offer.

Also, we take you behind the scenes to 
understand a little bit about our Supply Chain 
Department as well as our setup in Hong 
Kong.

Product differentiation is no longer sufficient 
for a company to get ahead in our industry. 
There needs to be more. There needs to be 
a full package, what we call, a Total Solution. 
And our aim is to offer you the best Total 
Solution by far. 

I truly hope that you enjoy reading this 
magazine and get a full appreciation for what 
we are working towards as a company.

Knowledge is power and I hope that being 
in touch with our new introductions and 
what happens behind the scenes at Amrod  
will help you get ahead in this competitive 
environment.

Thank you so much for your support.
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Since occupying our 144m2 offices near 
Sandton City more than 16 years ago, many 
of our long-standing Johannesburg-based 
clients will remember many different Amrod 
buildings that they have visited. In fact, we 
have been based in 9 different buildings since 
our inception, continuously moving as a result 
of growth. 

Amrod currently works out of 3 buildings in 
Linbro Business Park, a situation far from ideal 
and undeniably detrimental to our ability to 
deliver the service levels we so desire.

In January 2017 we will make one final move 
(we hope), this time, consolidating our buildings 
into one truly world class 39 000m2 building. 

Currently our staff, our stock and our operations 
are split between our 3 buildings.

In an industry where time is of the utmost 
importance and deadlines are always tight, our 
need to shift stock between these 3 sites on 
a constant basis means that we cannot be as 
efficient as we would like to be and therefore 
provide the service levels to our clients that 
we aspire to.

Our 3 current buildings were not purpose-built 
for Amrod’s use and therefore present us with 
all sorts of operational challenges including  
capacity planning, inventory management 
and integrity, lead time management and staff 
culture.

So early last year, we decided to embark on 
an exciting (and somewhat daunting) journey 
of finding a new home for Amrod.

We sought land large enough to house all of 
our operations under one roof with expansion 
room for future growth. We needed to design 
a practical and efficient space to facilitate 
ergonomic movement of stock and people. 
But much more than that, we wanted a 
building which accurately reflects our vision 
for Amrod’s future.

In an often frantic industry, we hope to create 
a peaceful and nurturing environment for our 
staff and our clients, a setup which encourages 
communication, calm and a feeling of well-being. 
An environment that will enable you to rush in 
and rush out if you so desire, or spend time 
enjoying what we believe will be the leading 
showroom in our industry, anywhere in the 
world.

new

NEW BUILDING
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With the help of many dedicated professionals 
and consultants who are working on this 
project, we believe that we are going to 
achieve and possibly exceed these lofty goals.

Amrod’s new home will set a new standard 
in the promotional industry, not just in SA but 
anywhere in the world. 

We have designed the new facility from the 
ground up to fit in with Amrod’s operational 
needs (something we have not been able to 
do in any of our previous or current buildings). 

We have also invested in a new best-of-breed 
warehouse management system to improve 
our inventory accuracy and speed up 
operations. 

A state-of-the-art conveyor system to move 
stock to the correct branding department 
quickly, efficiently and in an automated manner 
will be installed. 

Our branding facility, measuring 10 000m2, 
one of the largest in the world, will give us 
the desired branding space to ensure that we 
continually progress in our quest to brand all 
products we sell and to do it quickly, efficiently 
and correctly every time.

This will be the first time in 10 years that 
Amrod will be under one roof and we are 
looking forward to the efficiency gains and 
improvement of company culture that this will 
bring.

Besides this, we have designed a beautiful 
new showroom, which will better showcase 
our products but more importantly, will 
hopefully be the perfect arena for our clients 
to proudly bring their end-user clients to, in 
order to assist them to conclude a sale.

 
 
The new collections area will be far more  
user-friendly and adjoins the showroom, with 
the primary focus on getting the orders out of 
our warehouse and into clients’ cars as quickly 
and efficiently as possible in order to minimize 
waiting times. 

Wherever possible, we have focused on 
creating a pleasing environment for both staff 
and clients and we are certain that both will 
enjoy time spent in our new home.

We can’t wait to welcome you to Amrod’s 
fantastic new home in January 2017.

Warm regards,

Nimrod, Craig and Amit

COMING SOON

Nimrod Barlev, Co-founder
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For the past 16 years, the catalogue process 
(encompassing design, new product 
identification and selection) has fallen under 
my management. Our first catalogue - all of  
16 pages - was released in April 2000 and 
since then I have been involved in close-on 
40 productions. Incredibly, every catalogue 
has been designed by our Head Designer, 
Claire Hutley. 

I will never forget the first catalogue we 
produced. One of my favourite stories is 
recounting how I used a digital camera 
(which, way back then, had a stiffy disk) to 
take the product pictures, only to discover 
in the printed catalogue that my reflection  
still appeared in some of the metallic items. 
Those were the days. 

Suffice to say we have progressed and 
professionalised in the 16 years since 
we first began this unbelievable journey.  
Our Marketing Department is now 
responsible for producing our two annual 
catalogues (over 1 000 pages in total), which 
includes professionally shooting all products, 
processing and retouching product images 
post photography, project-managing our 
“partner covers” initiative and ensuring 
accuracy and completeness of information. 

I’d like to thank our team (Annemi, Bianca, Claire, 
Craig Yeun, Kaminee, Lee-Ann, Moeketsi and 
Moipone) for their dedication and commitment 
during the production of our 648-page

2016/17 Promotional Gifts  
& Headwear Catalogue. 

I feel this is our best work ever and believe the 
new catalogue will prove to be an invaluable 

sales tool which will aid our resellers in 
securing more orders.

As soon as we release one catalogue, the 
task of developing products for the next one 
begins. Our Product Development Team 
(Arne, Joy and I) have spent the better part 
of the past 12 months assessing where our 
range could improve. We looked at categories 
that required refreshing, gaps that needed 
plugging and studied global trends with a 
view to identifying international best-sellers 
that we couldn’t afford to miss. Of course, with 
the turbulent nature of our currency, we paid 
close attention to the impact of a depreciating 
Rand and what that meant in terms of product 
development and new-item introductions. 

Aside from various new sets that we have 
created using existing items, we have 
introduced 213 brand new products, 
with specific focus on our largest categories, 
being Bags, Drinkware, Mobile Technology, 
Notebooks and Outdoors & Recreation. 

While I am confident that we have put together 
a comprehensive range that features many 
‘winners’ - from budget-beating giveaways 
to the latest tech - below are a few products  
I want to highlight. 

A new catalogue, 

A NEW RANGE...
by Craig Friedman, Co-founder
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The majority of our new bag collection was developed with the goal of introducing a variety of 
budget-friendly styles, without sacrificing quality. I believe that we have achieved this objective: 
our latest backpacks, sports bags and tote bags are vibrant, functional and attractively-priced, 
while still being of great quality. 

With 18 new power banks 
introduced and a total of  
34 models, our extensive  
power bank collection offers 
something for every promotion or 
campaign, from bright and fun 2 200mAh 
models to the 10 000mAh Supercharge  
Power Bank on page 53. 

However, my personal new favourites are our simulated-
leather-wrapped Cypher, Oakridge and Renaissance 
Power Banks, offered individually or in a gift box with a 
matching notebook. For additional info and images, check out 
pages 41 to 43.

Of course, even in challenging economic times there’s still a need 
for more sophisticated offerings, and our new Greyston Collection, 

manufactured from polycanvas, is a stand-out for me.  
See pages 139, 178 and 221 for more details.

Power banks have become a huge category for us over the past 12 months,   
with our focus on high stock levels, but more importantly, safety. 

We cannot emphasise enough the importance of ensuring 
that you purchase a power bank from a trusted supplier  
and I encourage you to read Shaun’s dedicated article on this topic 
on page 12 of this newsletter.
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Whilst this category is packed with proven best-sellers and several exciting debutants,  
probably the most noteworthy aspect of our Notebook Category is the new full-coverage 
debossing option, as well as

Your clients will love  
our latest innovation. 

Learn more on page 392  
and start promoting this bold  
and impactful offering today! 

As you know by now, Amrod adopts an  
out-of-the-box approach when considering 
new introductions and our notebook 
collection is no exception, with a variety 
of styles to choose from.  
The new Century USB Notebook 
Set is useful, well priced and 
great looking. Don’t miss it 
on page 412. 

DEBOSS-&-DOME
COMBINATION-BRANDING.
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Our Drinkware collection has been  
further strengthened by the addition of  
4 promo-perfect, plastic water bottles, manufactured in South Africa. 

See pages 250 to 252 for the new range, including the Helix 500ml Bottle, 
available in 11 great colours and perfect for Health & Wellness Campaigns.

Even though I have highlighted only a handful of items due to space constraints in this 
newsletter, each of the 213 introductions have been included for a reason. 

I truly hope you love the new catalogue and can’t wait to promote its contents to your clients.

Also, launching under this category are 
new metal flasks and mugs, drinkware 
sets, ceramic tumblers and the must-have 
Karma Kup, found on page 266.

Outdoors & Recreation was boosted by the introduction 
of several new coolers, outdoor items, BBQ-sets and a 
family of picnic sets in grey polycanvas material, which 
is modern, elegant and neutral.  
These can be viewed on  
pages 240 to 243.
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Amrod takes great care and pride in our  
products and more importantly the safety  
of our customers. With this being a key  
focus, we have put together a program  
to ensure all power banks have been  
tested and have passed with the required  
certifications. To ensure our customers receive  
a certified Amrod power bank, all power banks are  
marked with the Amrod icon  

The label will also include the international certification logo as well as the item code  
and all relevant information. Please see below for an example of an Amrod power bank 
label. All Amrod power banks will be labelled in this manner going forward. 

AMROD
POWER BANKS
by Shaun Suckerman, Quality Control Manager

Every Amrod power bank is tested at various production phases at the factory and 

will arrive in South Africa with one or more of the below certifications which will be 

displayed on the label. Amrod will be supplied with the certification documents as 

well. Please see below for the definitions of the certifications associated with Amrod 

branded power banks.

•  Federal Communications Commission - FCC an independent government agency that regulates 

interstate and international communications by radio and television and wire and cable and satellite.

•  CE Marking - The letters “CE” are the abbreviation of French phrase “Conformité Européene” which 

literally means “European Conformity”. The term initially used was “EC Mark” and it was officially 

replaced by “CE Marking” in the Directive 93/68/EEC in 1993.

•  RoHS - also known as Lead-Free, stands for Restriction of Hazardous Substances. RoHS, also known 

as Directive 2002/95/EC, originated in the European Union and restricts the use of six hazardous 

materials found in electrical and electronic products.

Amrod abides by all the laws and regulations with regards to importing an item especially when it comes 

to power banks. In doing so, we submit all power banks to the NRCS 

for further South African certification. The NRCS tests all Amrod power 

banks and provides us with a LOA (letter of authority) which clears the 

item for consumer sale in South Africa. 

Amrod has received LOA’s for all current power bank models and is 

in the process of receiving LOA’s for all new models. The NRCS is an 

entity of the department of Trade and Industry established to administer 

compulsory specifications and other technical regulations with the view to protect human health, safety, 

the environment and ensure fair trade in accordance with government policies and guidelines.
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WE GUARANTEE:
THAT OUR POWER BANKS HAVE THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS:

OVER-CHARGE PROTECTION 
Ensures that your battery won’t charge beyond its capacity when being charged for 
a longer period of time. Power banks without this function can be dangerous while 
charging.

OVER-DISCHARGE PROTECTION 
Ensures your battery is not fully depleted. A completely empty battery can’t be  
re-charged again. Power banks without this function are likely to have a short lifespan.

OVER-CURRENT PROTECTION
Ensures that it’s not possible to have a high current being transferred from your power 
bank into your mobile device. This guarantees optimal protection to avoid damage to 
your mobile device.

SHORT-CIRCUIT PROTECTION 
Protects both the motherboard and battery in case of a short circuit and shuts down 
the item without any risk of further damage to item or user.

BATTERY QUALITY 
We only use A-GRADE batteries and do not accept B-GRADE batteries at any stage.

BATTERY CAPACITY 
All our power banks come with the stated capacity.  
This is tested before the battery goes into the actual power bank.

BATTERY LIFE 
All power banks have a life time of at least 300 life cycles because of the A-GRADE 
battery.

REAL OUTPUT AND INPUT 
All power banks have the real output and input as per supplied product information.  
This is tested multiple times during the production process.

INTERNATIONAL AND LOCAL CERTIFICATION 
All power banks have international safety certification (CE and/or EMC-CE and/or  
FCC and/or RoHS) and are submitted locally to NRCS for testing and approval.
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THE POWER OF

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS 
Over the last 5 months I’ve been approached by clients wanting to know how business 
is, and whether we’ve experienced a declining demand for promotional products 
in the face of a volatile and plummeting currency and challenging socio-economic 
environment. And whilst the answer to this question might seem like a foregone 
conclusion to some, the opposite is in fact true.

 
Promotional products are among the only forms of advertising that allow recipients to interact 
with an advertisers brand on a physical level. Several international industry studies have shown 
that in tough times many companies increase their spend on promotional products, and 
with good reason too. Whilst traditional above-the-line advertising mediums (television, radio & 
print) remain expensive and have a limited lifespan, promotional products are relatively cheap 
by comparison. Moreover, the value of a promotional product doesn’t just lie in the relatively low 
price tag, it’s also derived from the length of time that most recipients will hold onto an item.  
 
In the American and European Promotional Products markets, advertisers talk about the 
number of impressions that a product makes. This refers to the number of times a recipient  
of a product will see the advertiser’s logo or message, be it daily, weekly, monthly or yearly.  
An industry study indicated that recipients of promotional pens make use of them 64 times in  
a month, on average. If we treat this study as being accurate and assume that an advertiser 
paid R7 for a branded pen and that the recipient retained the pen for just one month, the 
average cost per impression is 11 cents. Let me put it another way: handing out a R7 branded 
promotional pen cost the advertiser 11 cents (per time) for a customer to see their logo, brand or 
message 64 times!  

  And therein lies the power of Promotional products.
 
Coincidently, I’ve noted that in promoting Markex, the organisers have chosen to share statistics 
about promotional products in some of their emails, and I would like to highlight some of my 
findings taken from various online sources and studies:

8 in 10 people own a promotional product

7 in 10 marketers use promotional products  
to raise brand awareness

Promotional products  
leave the customer feeling: 

valued rewarded excited special

fun

Promotional products work
because they are:

usefulattractive informativedesirable
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 3 GREAT REASONS 
to hand out promotional products:
 
  Make an impact at trade-shows, 

events & conferences:  
over 70% of attendees say that 
promotional products are the best 
form of marketing

  Boost campaign awareness: 
over 60% of recipients say they 
could remember the brand on 
a promotional product that they 
received during the last year

  Brighten up your marketing: 
8 out of 10 say branded 
promotional products increase 
brand awareness

TOP TIPS:
 

At trade-shows, send the most exciting prospects 
home with a luxury gift
 When it comes to promotional products, standing 
out from the crowd ensures better retention
 Employees are brand ambassadors for an 
organisation; provide them with branded clothing 
and promotional products
 Free gifts encourage people to connect with you 
on social media
 Promotional gifts are a great way to reward 
fundraisers
 When it comes to “liking” on Facebook, tweeting, 
making a positive post or completing a survey, 
customers love free stuff; the more creative you 
get, the more likely they are to share

86% of recipients recall the advertiser,  
ranking promotional products higher than  
television (67%) & print (60%) advertisements

41.8%

will “like” a company on Facebook or 
tweet to receive a promotional product

Okay, so you now have some interesting facts at your fingertips, but you need a 
little more to help you secure your next order.

No problem, just keep reading!

 
So the next time your customer tells you that they’re thinking about cutting back, you are now 
equipped to explain why promotional products provide more bang for their marketing buck than 
just about any other form of advertising.
 

Wishing you plentiful sales,
Craig

82%

of people are willing to take a 
survey if they know they will  
get a promotional product

of recipients keep  
promotional products  
for more than 1 year

58%
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NEW AND IMPROVED

by Jerusha David, Loyalty Programme Manager

Amrod is now ready to launch a much-improved and advanced My Website. 

In this day and age a business cannot afford to be without a web presence, but taking  
your business online can be a daunting and expensive exercise. Amrod has revamped its  
My Website offering and designed a user-friendly platform for you to create and manage your 
own professional website.

An Amrod My Website allows you to build your website in the way that best represents your 
business for just R350.00 excluding VAT per month. You have the freedom to customise your 
website in numerous ways, truly making it your own.

Sign up for a FREE one-month trial.

Simply click on the following banner on 
Amrod’s website and follow the simple and 
straightforward instructions.  
Should you require any assistance during  
this setup process, please email  
support@promogifts.co.za

Please take note that this offering is available  
for clients on Quartz tier and up.

Use the Amrod My Website offering to create a website that will add a level of professionalism 
to your company.

Amrod’s My Website offering essentially enables any of Amrod’s clients to get a website 
with the following features in a matter of hours:

 • A summary of sales, order and customer statistics

 • Management of products and pricing

 • Creation and management of your client database 

 • Creation of additional web pages linked to your website

 • Ability to create a blog

 • Control of website menus

 • Management of your website content

 • Monitoring of your website analytics by linking your site to Google Analytics
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WITH THE          OFFERING,

BOOSTING YOUR 2016 SALES 
IS AS EASY AS 1-2-3!
Amrod brings you the perfect tool for pitches and presentations.  
Our FREE offering, available only to clients on the Cobalt tier and up, gives you access to  
customisable e-catalogues showcasing products bearing your clients’ logos.

Differentiate yourself by sending an interactive e-catalogue containing features such as:
 • Live stock check
 • Download to PDF
 • A wish list which allows clients to send you queries on products they are interested in 
And so much more!

Allow us to create professional storyboards for you in a short turnaround time.
Simply email the information outlined in the 3-step process below to storyboard@amrod.co.za 
and leave the rest up to us!  

Visit www.amrod.co.za/storyboard to view sample catalogues.
This offering is available to clients on the Cobalt tier and up.

Send us your client’s logo  
in high resolution  

PDF / JPG / PNG format

OPTIONAL
     • Show Pricing: Provide us with your desired mark-up and we will add pricing to your storyboard
     •  Create Your Own Design: Supply your own unique cover design and we will load it for you.  

Detailed information available on request.

Select a template colour 
(black, blue, lime, orange  

or red)

Select your items and  
branding colour/s

storyboard
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For the past 6 months, our developers have been working on  

creating an improved online ordering platform for our clients. 

This platform has been further developed to enable clients to  

upload their logo and supply their branding requirements online too. 

So why are we devoting tremendous resources to this?

Firstly, more and more distributors are becoming tech savvy and preferring to work  

outside of normal office hours. 

But more importantly, by automating a number of manual processes, we are aiming to  

remove the many areas where time lags and errors occur. 

Think about it this way:

• You email your order to your Account Manager.

•  Given the volume of emails your Account Manager receives, they may only read your 

email 2 hours later and only then send your order to be invoiced. 

•  Our Invoicing Department may only invoice your order 2 hours after receiving it due to 

the volume of invoices awaiting processing. 

• Our warehouse therefore may only receive your order 4-5 hours after you send it.

Apart from the delays, too many humans involved in this process can lead to errors upon 

invoicing. 

By automating the process and given that our warehouse works throughout the night, you 

are able to place your order online, therefore effectively invoicing your own order for our 

warehouse to pull. 

Our new online ordering platform is also intelligent enough to understand product and 

branding promotions and therefore will recognise all promotions at the time of your order.

The new online ordering platform will also now allow ALL clients to pay for their online order 

upon completion of your order. Alternatively, your dashboard will now have a PAY button 

alongside each invoice number, thereby enabling clients on our Quartz tier and up to pay for 

their order at a later stage.

onlineordering
by Amit Brill & Nimrod Barlev, Co-founders
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We’ve made it simple, visually appealing and extremely user-friendly. We’re confident that 

you will love it and once used to it, place all future order using this option.

We are also incentivising our clients to use our new platform via ALP Bonus Points.

We are promoting and encouraging the use of this online ordering process as we believe the 

advantages to our clients are significant. 

Our online jobcard approval system has been in effect for the past 12 months, with many of 

our clients using it successfully.

It enables you to approve the artwork proof that is sent  
to you, online, and thus avoiding waiting for your  
Account Manager to reach your approval email in their inbox.

Your online approval immediately lets our Production Department know that you have approved 

the job to go into production and thus automatically places itself into the production queue. 

Quite simply, what we are aiming to achieve is the ability for you to manage your orders and 

artwork approval online. The benefit to you is higher Amrod Loyalty Points and quicker  

turnaround time and the benefit to us will be reduced errors, improved lead times and 

additional time for your Account Managers to provide you with better service.

Please go ahead and try this new offering. We have no doubt that you will enjoy the  

experience, which is part of our continued embracing of technology to better our interaction.

20%50%
Receive 50% Bonus  
ALP Points for all online 
SAMPLE orders.

Receive 20% Bonus  
ALP Points for all online 
BULK orders (capped at  
10 000 points per order).
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Amrod is synonymous with innovation, always 
looking for ways in which to make dealing with  
us as easy and convenient as possible.

We understand that in the day-to-day running of your business you may not always find yourself 
behind your desk. A large part of your day might be spent out on the road and it’s not always an 
option to quickly pop back to the office to approve an urgent layout. 

With this in mind, we introduced Online Layout Approvals in 2015. This feature has been designed 
to enable you to conveniently approve a layout anywhere, at any time, and in a few easy steps.

To use this feature, you will need: 
• A mobile device that is linked to your email
• An Internet connection
• To be logged into your account on the Amrod Website.

Once created, your layout will be sent to 
you via email, with the option to either 
approve the layout, or request a change. 

Click on the required link and  
follow a few easy prompts.

Alternatively:
• Log onto www.amrod.co.za
•  Click on the DASHBOARD button at the top of the page (you must be logged in under your 

account to approve your layout)
• Click on the “Active Job Cards” tab
• Select the job you would like to approve
• Click on “Approve Layout” and follow the prompts

 
There are a few benefits to utilising this feature, namely:

•  Your approval does not have to be mailed or faxed through to your Account Manager, 
providing you with the ability to approve artwork at your convenience

•  The job is added directly to the production queue, provided that payment has also been 
received and cleared

• Peace of mind that the correct artwork has been approved
• 500 ALP’s will be awarded per online approval from 11 July 2016

I encourage you to make use of this excellent facility and experience the difference.

by Vanishree Nagiah, Sales Manager

onlineartworkapprovals
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Online order of samples

50% bonus points

Ordering of 
discontinued products

100% bonus points

Rush first collection

10 000 
points once off

Rush future collections

1 000 
points per collection

Completion of  
online jobcard

500 points

From
11 July 
2016

Online approval of layout

500 points

Online order of bulk stock

20% bonus points
capped at 10 000 points per order

EASY NEW WAYS TO EARN
ADDITIONAL ALP POINTS

THE AMROD LOYALTY 
PROGRAMME 2016

CHROMECARBON BRONZEQUARTZ COBALT SILVER GOLD PLATINUM DIAMOND TITANIUM TANZANITE

ALP TARGET

Gifts & headwear 
Excluding reduced-discount 
gifts & memory sticks

Discontinued Clothing

Reduced-discount gifts and 
headwear & memory sticks

Discontinued Gifts

ALP DISCOUNTS

Clothing 
Excluding reduced-discount 
items

Reduced-discount clothing

In-house branding & setup 
charges

The 2016 Amrod Loyalty Programme, where the focus is ‘LOYALTY, REWARDED!’  
offers loyal clients greater rewards than even before.

Earn 1 ALP for every R1’s worth of  
gifts & headwear purchased

Earn 1.5 ALP for every R1 worth of clothing purchased
eg. purchase R50 000 ex VAT worth of clothing and 

be rewarded with 75 000 ALP

Earn 1.5 ALP for every R1 worth of in-house branding
eg. R1 000 ex VAT worth of in-house branding 

is rewarded with 1 500 ALP

RD

RD

D

50 000  200 000 400 000 750 000 1 050 000 1 650 000 2 550 000 3 200 000 4 750 000 8 550 000

7 7 2.5% 5% 7.5% 10% 12.5% 15% 17.5% 20% 22.5%

7 7 7 7 7 5% 5% 5% 7.5% 7.5% 10%

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

7 7 2% 3% 4% 5% 7.5% 10% 12.5% 15% 17.5%

7 7 7 7 7 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 3.5% 3.5% 5%

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

7 7 2.5% 5% 7.5% 10% 12.5% 15% 17.5% 20% 22.5%

D

 LOYALTY, REWARDED!
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SUPPLY CHAIN
by Dylan Brayshaw, Supply Chain Manager

On any given day, thousands of quotes with Amrod products are sent out to  
end-users by our clients. We are not privy to those quotes and thus stock 
forecasting and management is an extremely difficult exercise. But in order for 
our clients to support Amrod, they need the peace of mind to know that the item 
they are quoting on will be in stock if and when their client confirms that order.

As soon as product and price is confirmed, our local 
Supply Chain Team, headed up by me takes over.  
With each purchase order that gets sent to our supplier  
we also include product specification sheets for every 
item. These sheets include all the information the  
suppliers need to ensure they provide exactly what 
we request. It includes material specification, Pantone  
colours, packaging requests, quality control concerns, etc... 

Our Hong Kong Team follow the production process with 
our suppliers and book inspections at factory. We do 
not use 3rd party inspectors; we believe using our own 
inspectors gives us greater control over the quality as our 
inspectors become very familiar with Amrod’s stringent 
requirements. For some items where we have a zero 
tolerance policy (such as power banks) the process is even 
more rigorous and requires factory visits in person by our 
Supply Chain or Quality Control managers.

Once goods arrive, our Quality Control Department, 
headed by Shaun, then check samples from every 
batch. They determine the amount to check using the 
internationally accepted inspection levels. Shaun has a 
team of 5 inspectors working both day and night shifts to 
check these goods as quickly as possible so they can be 
released for sale without delay.

When we were a much smaller company with a lesser 
array of products, we simply did not have the manpower 
or the systems to perform these steps. We had no Product 
Development Team, Supply Chain Team, Quality Control 
Team or a Hong Kong office. But with over 16 000 SKUs, 
these teams are essential to ensuring that our clients 
can rely on our product quality and consistency as well 
excellent stock levels.

Naturally, it is nearly impossible to avoid any product 
failures. Most times these issues are picked up at the 
factory by our Hong Kong Team and therefore our clients 
are none the wiser to it, but there are instances where our 
local Quality Control Team does not pick up a product 
issue. These thankfully happen less and less frequently.

Amrod’s focus on product quality and consistency has 
led to a total team of 20 people dedicated to the product 
order and shipping process. Our clients are unlikely to be 
familiar with the evolution of the product order process 
and the number of people involved in making sure that 
we meet our commitment to quality and consistency.  
I thought this newsletter would be a perfect opportunity to 
give you some insight into it.

Each day Amrod receives at least one order that clears us 
of a product we believed that we have sufficient stock of for 
the next 3 months.

In early 2015, our stock-out position was becoming very 
frustrating for our clients and so we knew that something 
needed to be done about it. We gave our developers a 
brief to build a forecasting and ordering module that will 
help us order goods more frequently, add rolling orders to 
fast moving products and reduce stock-outs to the best of 
our ability.

We hope that you have noticed that our stock levels have 
improved over the past year as we believe that our stock 
ordering process is now at a very advanced level and I’d 
like to take you behind the scenes to understand the scale 
and sophistication of Amrod’s Supply Chain and Product 
Development Team necessary for us to ensure consistent 
product is received on time.

We start with our Product Development Team headed by 
Craig and assisted by Arne and Joy. They have the envious 
job of travelling around the world and finding the latest 
and greatest promotional products available. They choose 
gifts based on their knowledge of South Africa’s unique 
market and this starts the process. Samples received from 
suppliers are tested by both our Production and Quality 
Control departments to ensure we can brand the items and 
that the they meet Amrod’s rigorous quality standards.

Once the new products are selected, our Hong Kong Team 
negotiates pricing and audits the factory (if it’s the first time 
we are using it). They also arrange pre-production samples 
of all items to ensure any changes we have asked for have 
not affected the quality of the item, nor the shade.

Our Hong Kong Team

From left: Millie (Merchandising Supervisor), Sindy (Merchandising 

Assistant), Takako (Merchandiser), Louise (Branch Manager), 

Steve (Senior Merchandiser & QC)
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Amrod is not perfect. We certainly make mistakes. 
In this industry, it simply is impossible to get it right 
100% of the time. But when an issue on an order 
does arise, it is critical that it’s rectified as quickly 
and efficiently as possible.
 
A few years ago Amrod took this responsibility away 
from our account manager’s and created a Customer 
Care department to focus specifically on problem 
orders and how to solve them. 

We are a small team with big hearts and we have 
cried and laughed with many a client over the years.
 
Being in Customer Care at Amrod is probably one of 
the most difficult, stressful and absolutely wonderful 
positions ever created.
 
As a growing company, Amrod is continuously 
learning and adapting to the challenges we face 
on a daily basis in this complicated, deadline driven 
industry.

We unfortunately do sometimes get things wrong 
and that is where Customer Care steps in, working 
mostly behind the scenes, hand-in-hand with our 
Account Managers in resolving any challenges you 
may face. We check with warehouse/production/QC 
to get the feedback that will enable us to pinpoint 
the problem, rectify it as quickly as possible and 
hopefully put steps in place to ensure that the same 
thing does not happen again.
 
Our Customer Care Specialists: Nella, Lillian and 
Lebo look into each and every case that comes our 
way before suggesting a solution.

Thabo, our emergency driver is rarely in the office 
and can be found racing from one client to the next 
to deliver urgent orders as quickly as possible.

Our TLC officer, Mikateko has a job we all envy, 
sending thank you gifts to clients for big orders 
received.

As the Customer Care Manager, I oversee this 
amazing team of people and learn and grow with 
them and Amrod every single day.
 
Information is key in our position and the more 
accurate the information we receive, the better the 
problem can be solved.

My team works on facts but make calls with their 
hearts and even when we are not able to give you 
the answer you are hoping for, we do try to assist a 
little to ensure that your client is happy.

We will always look for a solution that is fair and never 
in my own 8 years with Amrod have the directors 
ever shirked responsibility when Amrod is at fault.

Building strong, honest relationships with our clients 
is our ultimate goal and we will continue to innovate 
and push boundaries in the industry.
 
We hope that you will join us on this rollercoaster 
that is the Promotional Industry.

Michelle Lawson
Customer Care Manager

“Kindness and heart are the most important things I look for when interviewing for a

Customer Care Specialist.”

Michelle Nella Mikateko

Lillian
Lebo R
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Amrod has partnered with Rush to give you a quicker and easier 
way to obtain courier quotes, compare courier pricing in real-time 

and to book and pay online for your collections.

POWERED BY
Your courier. Your choice.

For the past 12 months, Rush together with 

Amrod’s developers have fully integrated into 

each other’s systems, creating an exceptional 

courier experience for you.

So what does Rush do?

Rush removes the frustration and inconvenience 

of having to call a courier company to collect your 

order. It automates the process and saves you a 

lot of money in the process.

Rush is not a courier company. Rush is a courier 

aggregator which means that it provides a 

platform for you to choose from its trusted courier 

partners, namely: 

 •  The Courier Guy

 •  Skynet

 •  Courier IT

 •  Globeflight

 •  Road Trip Courier

 •  with more to come!
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The integration with Amrod enables you to input your credit card details once only, then to 

select the invoice number/s you wish to collect from Amrod. Because Rush calculates the 

volumetric information for every Amrod order, its system offers you multiple courier quotes 

from various courier companies for that collection.

Having launched to consumers in November 2015, Rush aims to disrupt the courier industry 

in South Africa. Rush, through its website (www.rush.co.za), offers customers choice, 

convenience and cheaper pricing.

 

Rush saves you time and money.
No more phoning around to compare pricing, 

driving to a postal outlet, standing in queues or 

being delayed in traffic and being late for meetings.

 

Rush also enables you to request multiple deliveries 

to various destinations in South Africa. The address 

book function saves all your addresses for future 

use which saves you time.

 

The complete delivery process is monitored  

by Rush’s support centre (087 820 1748). 

You are able to track your deliveries thanks to a track-and-trace facility linked to an online 

dashboard. Rush also provides a parcel insurance option, underwritten by Hollard.

 

Amrod Direct will be available from Wednesday, 6 July.  
We are launching our partnership with Rush at Markex.
 

Amrod is offering its clients the following BONUS ALP Points for using Rush.

10 000* BONUS ALP Points  

for the first delivery made from  

Amrod through Rush.

1 000* BONUS ALP Points  

for every future delivery made from  

Amrod through Rush.

*Bonus Points are valid until 31 December 2016. A new points structure will be released in early January 2017 for 2017.

 

This revolutionary service goes hand-in-hand with Amrod’s philosophy of  

embracing new technology.

  We urge you to give it a try.
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Let’s get your business online

Amrod understands the value of creating digital systems to increase efficiency, create a seamless and consistent customer 

experience, and provide a service, that is unparalleled in the market. Through innovation Amrod has gone leaps and bounds 

beyond what distribution channels offers to their resellers. 

Warp Development and Amrod formed a strategic partnership in 2005. Since then, Warp has become the leading IT company, 

in the Corporate Gifts and Clothing sector in South Africa, offering a diverse set of products and services, to cater for any 

promotional company’s needs.  

Warp Development was established in 2002, and has a solid track record of more than 13 years of experience, in e-commerce, 

order automation, bespoke development, and managed IT services.   They have 75 dedicated, qualified and experienced staff, 

all trained to international standards, using world class tools, platforms, and methodologies to ensure that they are able to 

deliver and support a world class service and product.

WARP DEVELOPMENT

E-Commerce Order Automation Content Management 

Systems

Custom Software & App 

Development

Managed IT Services Search Engine 

Optimisation

Online Marketing & 

Marketing Automation

   0861 WARPED            SALES@WARPDEVELOPMENT.CO.ZA              WWW.WARPDEVELOPMENT.CO.ZA

Order Easy is a revolutionary order management system that automates your order lifecycle to manage the entire process from 
enquiry to delivery. Order, and production management, has never been so easy.

Think of Order Easy as your personal assistant, that knows exactly what is happening to any order, at any given time.  The 
lightweight, web based system, gives you a bird’s eye view of your world, from quotations and orders, financial document 
automation, workflow and production control, and advanced reporting. 

Customisable 
Work flows

Manage Targets & 
Commissions

Automate Quotes, 
Invoices & Purchase Orders

Dashboard & 
Reports

Storefront is a leading e-commerce platform aimed at the SMD and mid-market retailers. It is light weight, easy-to-use and lives 
in the cloud. Storefront offers some unique powerful features that sets it apart from other e-commerce platforms that allow you 
as an online retailer to quickly and easily create and manage your online store, and giving you the ability to stand out online.

Integrates With Coming Soon

Why Storefront?

With more than 15 years of experience designing and implementing e-commerce solutions, we have identified the key 
areas that challenge traditional brick-and-mortar retailers from making the leap online. With a strong emphasis on content 
generation, simple but powerful catalogue management, and tools to help promote your website, Storefront has made it easier 
than ever to create and manage your e-commerce website.

Customisable 
Templates

Amrod Product 
Catalogue 

Powerful Price list 
Manager

Custom Pages, Blogs & 
News articles

Accept Online 
Enquiries

Order Easy, is ideal for businesses that have grown to an extent, where IT systems need to be implemented, in order to ensure 
that the correct processes and policies are followed to maintain standards, quality, and growth. 

Who Uses Order Easy?

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN A DEMONSTRATION?       0861 WARPED        HELLO@WARPDEVELOPMENT.CO.ZA     WWW.WARPDEVELOPMENT.CO.ZA

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN A DEMONSTRATION?      0861 WARPED        HELLO@WARPDEVELOPMENT.CO.ZA     WWW.WARPDEVELOPMENT.CO.ZA
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With an expanding branch network and African footprint, 

we’re making it easier than ever to partner with

AFRICA’S LEADING TRADE-ONLY, TOTAL-SOLUTION, 
PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS PROVIDER

www.amrod.co.za

Johannesburg (Head Office) 
+27 (0) 11 457 9900

Cape Town 
+27 (0) 21 927 5300

Durban 
+27 (0) 31 534 6760

Port Elizabeth 
+27 (0) 41 030 7000

Bloemfontein 
+27 51 140 8880

Windhoek, Namibia 
+264 85 201 4591/2

Gaborone, Botswana 
+267 311 0549
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